
 

 

 
 
 

Press release 
 

Innovation and practicality, Flowise manifolds at the MECSPE 
international exhibition 

 
Cornaredo, Milan (Italy), 15.05.19 – Flowise took part in MECSPE, the international exhibition of 
technologies for innovation and a reference point for the manufacturing industry 4.0. 
Organised in Parma (Italy) from 28 to 30 March, the eighteenth edition of MECSPE registered over 56,000 
visitors and 2,355 exhibiting companies in the twelve thematic areas, confirming its position as a synergic 
meeting point between technological innovations and various industrial sectors. 
Innovation is exactly one of the main drivers of the Flowise hydraulic manifolds exhibited at the Sverital spa 
stand, thanks to a collaboration that has lasted for years, in the Eurostampi area dedicated to suppliers of 
plastic and rubber processing chain. 
Flowise manifolds are an extremely practical solution for distributing cooling water to plastics molding 
machines with numerous cavities or in the use of thermoregulators for temperatures up to 120°. In 
anticorodal blue and red aluminium 20 mm thickness, they guarantee resistance without forgetting 
aesthetic aspects. 
Flowise has designed a practical and fast installation and maintenance system for its manifolds, appreciated 
by the numerous visitors to the exhibition stand. Called “no Teflon”, this innovative technology consists of a 
brass connection with Nbr or Viton seals which can be combined with full port ball sfer valves or regulating 
valves  
Flowise hydraulic manifolds can also be customized according to the specific requests of machinery 
manufacturers for number of connections, size or material. 
“MECSPE is now an international exhibition that embraces the whole manufacturing industry – says Luca 
Casazza, Flowise Owner – and the area dedicated to plastics and molding is only a part of the exhibition 
offer. The balance of Flowise’s participation in MECSPE is certainly more than positive, thanks also to the 
collaboration with a qualified partner like Sverital, that includes a network of experienced professionals 
among national agents and product managers”. 
 
By the Flowise Press Office 
 



 

 

 
Flowise 

   
Flowise (www.flowise.it) produces and markets a new series of plexiglass® (PMMA) flow regulators for 
cooling water and other fluids. Designed and made in Italy, they are chosen by leading machinery 
manufacturers for injection, die-casting, blow and thermoforming plastics moulding.  
In addition to flow regulators, Flowise offers also manifolds for cooling water in very thick anticorodal 
anodized aluminium and filtering systems (www.flowise-filtrazione.it) able to guarantee the quality of the 
water used in the system. 
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